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Abstract 
Kulesza, J. and R. Levy, Separation in ?P-spaces, Topology and its Applications 42 (1991) 101-107. 
A Y-space is the topological space usually associated with a maximal almost disjoint family of 
subsets of the integers. In this paper, we study properties that an infinite set of nonisolated points 
in a P-space might possess. These properties are 2-embeddedness, C*-embeddedness, and another 
weaker property, that of being solidly normalized. It is known from [2,3] that the existence of a 
P-space with an infinite set of nonisolated points with any of these properties is independent of 
ZFC. Here we show that these three properties are distinct by providing examples, assuming less 
than Martin’s axiom, of ?P-spaces with infinite sets of nonisolated points which in one case are 
C*- but not 2-embedded, and in the other case solidly normalized but not C*-embedded. 
Additionally, Martin’s axiom implies the existence of a !&space with a set S of nonisolated points 
of cardinality c such that every subset of S with cardinahty less than c is 2-embedded. 
Keywords: V-space, 2- embedded, C*-embedded, Martin’s axiom, PMEA. 
AMS ( MOS) Subj. Class: 54620. 
An almost disjoint (AD) family of subsets of w is a collection d of infinite subsets 
of o such that if x and y are distinct elements of &, then IX n y[ < o. If & is not a 
proper subset of any almost disjoint family, then L# is called a maximal almost 
disjoint (MAD) family. Given an infinite MAD family ,a4, there is an associated 
topological space P. &, or just P if ~3 is clear, whose point set is J$ u o; the points 
of o are isolated while if x E .$ a basic neighborhood of x has the form (x) u y 
where y is a cofinite subset of X. Any such space will be called a P-space. These 
spaces, discovered independently by Isbell and Mrowka, are sometimes called 
Isbell-Mrowka spaces. A T-space is always a separable, locally countable, locally 
compact, pseudocompact, completely oore space; the set of 
nonisolated points is always a set. TerasaW + ,sw;;e 
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in [s] that every compact metric space without isolated points is the Stone-Tech 
remainder of a ?&space. The methods of Baumgartner and Weese in [l] can be 
used to show that, assuming the continuum hypothesis (CH), every continuous 
image of w * is the Stone-tech remainder of a V-space. In contrast o this, Dow 
[2] has recently shown that in the model of set theory obtained by adding w2 Cohen 
reals to a model of GCH, 1&3Visc for any K 
?%e purpose of is paper is to study differing types of separation properties that 
a set of the nonisot d points might have. The starting point is an example, described 
in [3J1 where it is shown that u artin’s axiom (MA), there is 3 Y-space in 
which every countable subset oft onisolated points is 2=embedded, that is, such 
that every disconnection of a countable set of nonisolated points extends to a 
disconnection of the ows from the Urysohn Extension Theorem that 
every countable subset embedded. It is natural to ask 
if for such sets b ame as being C*-embedded. In Section 
7 assuming p= c, 31-i exa -9 e such that each countable 
subset of the no no infinite such set is 2- 
embedded. 
toduct measure xtension axiom (PMEA) implies 
ace as above exists. ter Nyikos has pointsd out that 13, Theorem 
tern I below; the following definition is his. If 
then P is solidly normalized in X provided that 
for each subset S of P there are open sets U and V containing S and P \S respectively 
such that U and V have disjoint closures. Cl .~rly a C*-embedded subset of the 
nonisolated points in a !&space is solidly normalized. 
Theorem I. Assu a completel’~ regular space X of character less than c 
is ~se~d~o~pact iJand only if X has no solidly normalized infinite subset. 
In particular PLEA implies no V-space has a solidly normalized infinite subset. 
In Section 3, assuming MA, an example is given of a V-space with a solidly 
normalized but not C*-embedded infinite subset. In addition, a ZFC example is 
give;1 of a space with character SC which contains a solidly normahzeci infinite set 
which is not C*-embedded. 
Consider the following stdtcnnents about an infinite subset S of the nonisoiated 
points in a V-space !?,. 
(A) S is 2-embedded ail !?f y 
(B) S is C*-embedded in”?&. 
(C) S is solidly normalized in YQ. 
Then (A)+(B)+(C), and neither arrow revt”;qq while under PMEA all three 
statements are vacuous. Fur&ermore, in the Cohen 13~13 I.3 14) and (B) are vacuous 
by Dow’s result. 
In the above mentioned examples the infinite sets studied are always countabk. 
We consider in Section the case of uccountable sets. Since each P-space is 
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separable, a closed, discrete set of size K can be C*-embedded only if 2^ G c. Thus 
no closed, discrete set of size c can be C*-embedded. However, under MA we 
construct a !&space with a set of nonisolated points of cardinality c for which every 
subset of cardinality less than c is 2-embedded; thus with the additional assumption 
of 1CH there are Y-spaces having uncountable 2-embedded sets of nonisolated 
points. 
1. Preliminaries 
All spaces are assumed to be completely regular. A subset Y of a space X is said 
to be 2-embedded provided each continuous function from Y to 2 can be extended 
to a continuous function from X to 2. A 2-embedded strongly zero dimensional set 
is always C*-embedded but the converse is false, even for zero dimensional spaces. 
For xco, x* denotes clP,(x)\x; x* is always clopen in o* and is nonempty if 
and only if x is infinite. If x and y are subsets of o, then x is almost contained in 
Y if lX\Yl < O, and x is almost disjoint from y if Ix n yi c o. For x, y G w, x is a!most 
contained in y if and only if x* E y” while x is almost disjoint from y if and only 
if x* n y* = 0. The reader is referred to [6] for a discussion of the cardinals p, pi, 
and b. By inc(“o) we mean the set of strictly increasing functions in ‘%I. By a Q-set 
we mean a subset of the real line whose every subset is a relative G&. 
3. C*- but not 24mMBrd sets 
In this section we show that, assuming p = c (an equality implied by MA), there 
is a version of ?P with each countably infinite subset of nonisolated points C*- 
embedded but having no continuous functionf to (0, 1) with bothf-‘(0) andf-‘( 1) 
containing infinitely many nonisolated points. Such a P-space obviously cannot 
contain 2-embedded infinite sets of nonisolated points. 
We star? with the following basic Lemma which relates ~~~spzces to pw. 
Lemma L. Let & be a MAD jixmiiy. Then f: !Ped + [O, 13 is continuous if and only if 
there isfg:/3w+[0, l] such thatf*(n)=f(n) for n~.o and, ifx~ d,f"(t)=f(x) for 
all t E x*. 
Clearly if f is 2 valued, then f" will be also. 
Lemma 2 says that all continuous functions on a ?&space come from continuous 
functions on /3w. Since there are only c continuous functions on @J, we can 
inductively construct a MAD family & of cardinality c such that at stage LY we have 
killed roughly Q! unwanted 2 valued functions on the associated q-space while 
preserving roughly cy interval valued functions. This will ensure that we can continue 
the induction while building in C*-embeddedness. 
The next lemma is used extensively and explains to a large extent he relevance 
of p = c to this problem, 
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hnmlna 3. Assume p = c. Suppose K is a compact space with character less than c, 
andf:w*+ K is continuous; if kEf(o”), then int(f “(kj)#@ Furthermore, if C is 
an in$nite collection of fewer than c pairwise disjoint clopen sets in int( f ‘( k)), then 
int(f-‘(k)\UC) # 0. 
Example 4. Assume p = C. There is a V-space in which each countable subset of 
the nonisolated points is C*-embedded, but no infinite subset of nonisolated points 
is 2.embedded. Furthermore !P* may be taken to be connected. 
We proceed, starting with the following three collections. 
(a) Let {h: 0 s CT <c and ar odd} enumerate the continuous functions from /30 
to (0, 1). 
(b) Let (A,. - a CC} enumerate the countable subsets of c SO that 
(i) A, c cy for all o, and 
(ii) if X, y are disjoint countably infinite subsets of c, then there are c /3’s 
with xcAa and ynAp=@ 
(c) Let {B, : LH < c and a even} enumerate the infinite subsets of o with { & : i E w} 
a pairs. ise disjoint collection. 
Let (Si : i E o} = { Bzj : i E o}. We inductively extend {Si : i E o} to & = {S, : Q! < c} 
and find functions {& : o s a CC}, ha : o* + [Q, 11 such that for each y with o s y cc, 
the following are satisfied. 
(1) (a) H, = n90sbCy186 : d + nos6cy [0, I] is onto. 
< y, if /3 f A,, h, Is- = 0 while, if /3 e A,, h, 1~ = 1. 
(II) (a) S, is almost disjoint from each S, where /3 < y, and h, Is; is constant 
for as/N y. 
(bi) If y is even, then SY is nonempty if and only if ‘Ry is almost disjoint 
from SO for all /3 < y and S,, is an infinite subset of By. 
(b2) If y is odd, then fy Is* is not constant if and only if there exist infinite 
subsetsqtofy,S$&(O)for@EuandS$cJ’(l)forfiE~. 
Note that (II){ b,) implies that d is MAD. From (I)(b) and (II)(a), h, is constant 
on each S$ and ha extends continuously to all of PO (because w* is C*-embed&d 
in #3w). Together with Lemma 2, this implies there is a continuous function on !P4 
completely separating { Sp : p E Ad} and { Sp : p E a\ A,}. Thus, by condition (ii) on 
the A,, disjoint countable subsets of c(lQ are completely separated and hence, by the 
Urysohn Extension Theorem, countable subsets of & are C*-embedded in Y+ By 
Lemma 2 and (II)(b2), no infinite subset of .s& is 2-embedded in !&+ 
We assume {Sp : p < y} and { [ifi : o G p c y) are defined and that (I) and (II) hold 
up to y. We may assume that (I)(a) holds; for y a limit ordinal it follows because 
for p < y (I)(a) holds and for y a successor it follows from the construction of 
h,-,- Furthermore, Hv is constant on S,* for each p < y because ach hs is. Let 
(ri: iE 0) be a countable dense subset of the separable space jJw5fi.+ [O, 11. We 
can make H,,+, onto by choosing h, SO that h,,( Hy’( ri)) = [Q, 11, but we must also 
be sure that (l)(b) is satisfied. To this end, let Co= cl(UPEA, Sg) and let C’ = 
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CCJ PE,,,Ay 29:). By Lemma 3, H,‘(ri) will contain a nonempty clopen set Fi in O* 
missing both Co and C’. Since p = c implies b = c, by [6, Theorem 3.31 there are 
disjoint clopen sets U”, L/l, and UF containing Co, C’, and Uicoh respectively. 
Let D=C”UClYUiE,4, and define m:D+[O, l] so that m(C’)=i for ic2 and 
m( Fi) = [0, l] for i E to. Then m is clearly continuous and since D is g-compact, 
and thus C*-embedded in 60, we can choose h, to be any continuous extension 
to all of @Then HY+, will satisfy (I)(a) and h, will satisfy (I)(b). 
Now if y is even and @,, n SPi = w for some /3 < ‘y, then let SP = 0. Otherwise, 
since B: is homeomorphic to o*, Lemma 3 gives an infinite subset SY of BY such 
that HY+i is constant on St. Then (II)(a) and (II) are satisfied. 
Now suppose y is odd. For i~2, let G={p:jJ’(i)n H$(p)no*~&,,S$} 
and let 2 = Zou 2,. We need to find q E nws6_ [0, l]\Z. For such q, from Lemma 
2, there will be subsets C’i, in 2, of o with CT C&‘(i) A H,:,(q) and Ci almost 
disjoint from each element of {SP : /3 < y}. Then S,, will be Cow Ct. From Lemma 
3, for each i, there is a qi with fi’( I) n H,:,(qi) having interior in crb* missing 
UfiCY S$. If H,+*(fiV)) contains no nonempty open set, then H,,+,(&,'(l - i)) = 
II w_=8cy CO, 11, because Hy+, is onto, and H,:,(qi) nf,‘( 1 - i) is not clopen. Then 
Lemma 3 applies and we may use qi for q. If each H,,, t( fv * (i)) contains a nonempty 
open set, then flie2 cWY+dfT;;%W h as c points and so must contain a suitable q, 
because ach Zi can contain at most Iyl points. 
3. Solidly normalized but not C*-embedded sets 
Example 5. Assume p = c. There is a q-space having an infinite solidly normalized 
subset which is not C”-embedded. 
The example can be built using the example from [3], the example from Section 
2, or the example from Section 4 which will make the set uncountable; for con- 
venience we use the example from Section 2 (and thus have the p = c assumption). 
In [4], ldrowka constructed a P-space of cardinality c whose Stone-tech remain- 
oint; for such a sgace any interval valued continuous function has 
ite point inverse. 
Let Pm4 be a P-space as constructed in Section 2, and let lu, be as in [4] using 
disjoint copies o. 4 and o:# of o. Let X = {Xi : i E o} be a subset of &. Then there is 
a bijection 6: &\X+ 9. Let % denote the almost disjoint family X u 
(y u 6(y): y E d\X} on od u or8. It is easy to check that % is, in fact MA 
claim that X is solidly normalized in !PK without being C*-embedded. Let X 
X1 where X0 n X, = 0. There is a continuous f: q-d + [0, l] with Xi cf-‘( i). Setting 
uo = W’UO, l 3)) n wJ u X0 and U, = (f-‘((.7,1]) n qSJ) u X1, it is easy to check 
that both U. and U, are open in !&. Also if z = y u b(y) E %’ is in the boundary of 
UO, thenf(y) E [0, .3] and so z is not in the boundary of U, . Therefore, X is solidly 
normalized. If X0 and X, are both infinite, there is no continuous functio*- on % 
. 
taking Xi to i If there were such an k, the function 5 # : P,, -. [O, 1 j p JM $:; 
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hX(x) = h(x) for x E o& and h”(x) = h(b-‘(x) u x) 
tinuous, but V& does not admit such functions. 
for XE !&\o& would be con- 
Example 6. In ZFC there is a space with character SC which has a solidly normalized 
set which is not c*-embedded. Let P = (q + l)‘\{(q , q )}, and for i E 2 let Qi be 
a copy of (8 u {p)) x (ol + 1) where p is a free ultrafilter on 0. Identify { p} x (0, + 1) 
in Q. with (w, + 1) x (w,} in Pand also identify (p} x (0, + 1) in 9, with {w,) X: (q+ 1) 
in P, and let X denote the resulting topological space. For i E 2, let Si denote the 
set W x (0,) in Q and let S = SO w S, _ It is easy to check that S is solidly normalized 
but that So and S1 are not completely separated. 
The character of Example 6 is minimal for a ZFC example due to the following 
theorem whose proof is also just a minor variant of the proof of 13, Theorem 4.11. 
eorem 7. Assuming 
of character CC is 
9-embedded. i 
rmalized set S in a completel~~ regular space 
is add~t~~~all_~ zero dimensional, then S is 
4. Uncountable 2-em ded sets 
We will construct, as g g MA, a MAD family & with a subset i with =C 
such that if Yc I, and , then Y is 2-embedded in !P.+ 
Let Z be a subset of [Q, 11’ such that Z = ([0, lj *‘: {fi)) v D where D is a subset 
of [0, 11 x (0, 11, D is relatively discrete, and cl( D)\D = [Q, l] x (0). Our goal is to 
find a MAD family on D with the desired properties, using the structure given by 
some “tangent disk” like topologies on Z. We now describe the topologies. 
For each f~ inc(“w) let rf denote the topology on Z obtained by declaring the 
points of D to be isolated and adding sets of the form ( Y,it( p, 0)): p E [0, l] and 
n > O), where V,,(( p, 0)) = {(p, 0))~ {(x, y) E Z: Ix -pI < l/n, Iyl< l/n, and if k 2 n 
and l/k>Ix-plal/(k+l), then yal/f(k)}. 
Let 2 = (71.: f6z inc(%)}. 
Fact 1. If Y c 9 and 1 YI < b, then there is g E inc(%) such that TV is a subset of each 
element of Y. 
To see this observe that I{f: q. E Y}l < b; hence {f: T-+ Y} is bounded. Clearly 
the bound may be chosen to be increasing; if g is such a bound, then TV is as required. 
Fact 2. IfXC[O, l]x(O} is a Q-set, then (X v L), T,,) is strongly zero dimensional 
and normal; hence any two disjoint subsets of X are contained in disjoint c/open sets 
ofXuD. 
, 
The proof of’ this is similar to the proof that the “tangent disk” topology over a 
Q-set is normal. 
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From now on we assume the following. 
(1) Every subset of [09 I] of cardinality CC is a Q-set. 
(2) s=b=c. 
(3) 2” = 2? 
Martin’s axiom implies (l), (2), and (3). 
Example 8. Let {A, : a CC} enumerate [0, I]<’ so that each set occurs c times, and 
let {B, : a < c} enumerate the infinite, coinfinite subsets of D. 
We inductively construct a MAD family SQ = {S, : a c c} on D and another family 
P = {Pa : a < c} of subsets of D satisfying, for each ar E c: 
(i) S, # 0 if and only if S* is infinite and [B, n Ssl c o for all /3 c CY. 
(ii) If S, # 0, then S, contains exactly one limit point in the usual topology. 
(iii) S,’ is either almost contained in or almost disjoint from Pp, for each B c CY. 
(iv) For each /3 s at, Pa almost contains SP if xP E A, and otherwise is almost 
disjoint from S,. 
First we show that for such an 311’, ‘lu, is as required. Condition (i) guarantees 
that J& is MAD. Choose I C ~4, I = {I,: r E [0,13) such that for each r 
limit point of I, is (r, 0). (There will always be such an I since cI( 
[0, l] x {O}.) Let Y 2 I be such that 1 Y( c c, and let Y = YG w Y1 where Y&T Y, = 0. 
Let y E c be large enough so that (a: S, E Y} is bounded by y, and choose S > y 
with A8 = Yo. By conditions (iii) and (iv), cl( P6 ) is clopen in P., and by condition 
(iv) Y&cl(Pii) while Ytncl(P8)=0. 
We now construct &. Suppose (i)-(iv) are satisfied for all /3 < cy. If I& n So I= w 
for some p C cy, let S, =0; otherwise, choose a subset R, of B, which converges to 
a point, which we call (x,, 0), of [0, l] x (0). Since s = c, there is an infinite subset, 
which we call S,, of R, which, for each p < cy, is almost contained in Pp or D\P,. 
Clearly then, (i)-(iii) are satisfied by Sa. 
Now for each p G cy, choose fp E inc( “w ) so that, for alf n, V,,( (xp, 0)) almost 
contains S& Since b = c, there is g E inc(o”) which bounds ufi : /3 s a), and TV 
coarsens each Tag. By assumption, ((x~, 0): p G (u) is a Q-set and so by Fact 2 there 
is a clopen set U in (((-up, 0): p G a)~ D, T@) cont~i;sir?g {(x6, 0): x5 r=, A,) and 
disjoint from ((x8, 0): x, g A,). Let Pa denote the trace of U on D. By our construc- 
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